GHRIET, Pune Organized Visit to International Expo “CONSTRO :2020

Second Year Civil Engineering students, GHRIET, Pune visited to “CONSTRO :2020”, organised by PCERF on 18th January 2020. It is one of the Asia’s largest expo related to current trends in Civil Engineering practices, very vast in nature more that 300 exhibition units were there in expo.

The expo provided vide spectrum to our students in the field of advance technologies like iron ridge scaffolding, cuplock scaffolding, adjustable props and telescopic spans, use of drones for surveying, nano vibrators, compactors and rollers, vertical roller home lifts and elevators, recycling of various materials, machineries for core drilling, buster crushers, bar bending machines, Eco houses, modular houses with pre-fab walls, French and firedoors, windows, euro form work, FRP’s, ready mix plasters, AAC blocks, rebar fixing, new plumbing technologies, use of robots in construction industry and many more.

Total 58 students along with 6 Civil Engineering faculties were the beneficiaries. The visit was organised by Prof. Pushpa Bhairi and Prof. Pramol Waychal under the guidance of Prof. S.G. Ban, HOD- Civil Engineering. Dr. R.D. Kharadkar, Director, GHRIET, Pune congratulated the civil engineering department.